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SYMMETRY™
SYMMETRY CONNECT
CONNECT is an identity management workflow platform designed
for users of the Symmetry Security Management System. For
complex organizations with large numbers of employees and
contractors, the administration processes involved in managing
identities and obtaining departmental approvals for access to
specific buildings and areas can be a major time and cost burden.
CONNECT reduces operating costs and ensures compliance
objectives can be met.
CONNECT helps organizations streamline on-boarding, off-boarding,
and access request approval processes. What can take days with
multiple emails, phone calls, paper forms and physical signatures, can
be accomplished in minutes with Symmetry CONNECT, saving time,
money and the risk of error.
CONNECT’s employee self-service provisioning is also initiated from
the CONNECT web client. Self-service requests reduce further the
email and paperwork processes of an organization, speed up the
approval process, and improve the experience for the employee.
Organizations in regulated industries need a proven method to
proactively audit every access permission of every employee and
contractor. This is an added benefit of CONNECT as it provides
an audit capability suitable for the largest organizations with up to
thousands of physical locations. CONNECT helps organizations
with audit and compliance for internal policies or regulated industry
compliance like SOX, PCI, HIPAA and NERC CIP.

WEB BASED PLATFORM
As a web based platform suitable for cloud or on-premise
deployments, CONNECT can operate on any PC, tablet or smart
phone. Integration with email ensures that departmental approvals
and audits are communicated to the relevant departments and
individuals in a timely and efficient manner.
KEY FEATURES
 Identity Management
 On / Off Boarding
 Custom approvals workflow
 Policy creation
 Role based permissions
 Door Access provisioning
 Access Group management
 HR system integration
 Symmetry access control integration
 Automated Access Audits
 Compliance dashboards
 Compliance reports
 Badge Template Creation
 Photo ID Processing
 Self Service photo ID
 Self Service access provisioning
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SYMMETRY INTEGRATION
Tailored specifically for Symmetry Enterprise customers, CONNECT
will work with all versions of the Symmetry Security Management
System.
DATA ANALYTICS
CONNECT contains a comprehensive suite of configurable reports,
and a Compliance Dashboard providing immediate access to key
performance information for security team members.
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INTEGRATION WITH OTHER SYSTEMS
Connectors can be created to any HR, ERP or Directory system which
provides the initial identity provisioning information for CONNECT.
VISITOR MANAGEMENT
Also available on the same technology platform is Symmetry GUEST,
AMAG’s advanced visitor management solution, designed to reduce
the visitor reception workload, reduce queues, and improve the visitor
experience
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